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29.   B ceiling will admit slight imperfections in dressing— three  pin knots or one  standard knot, pitch  streaks or small pitch pockets, or blue sap stain not to exceed 10 per cent of the face; but not more than two of these defects to be admitted In. any piece.
30.  C ceiling conforms to grade of No. i common flooring and is suitable for paint finish.    Will admit imperfections that do not prevent its use without waste.
31.     Wagon Bottoms.  (Grades:  A, B).   Wagon bottoms shall be graded the same as flat grain flooring.
32.    Bevel and Drop Siding.    (Grades:  A, B and C). Shall be graded according to ceiling rules, but will admit more blue stain, and, except in C grade, should exclude pitch.  Slight additional imperfections on the thin edge of bevel siding which will be covered by the lap are admissible,
33.    Partition.   (Grades:    A, B and C).   Partition shall conform to ceiling grades, but must meet the requirements of the specified grade only on one face.    The reverse face shall not be more than one grade lower.
34.    Molded Casings and Base.    (Grades:    First clear, second clear).    First clear shall be free of all defects on face and perfect in manufacture.
35.    Second clear is suitable for work that is to receive a paint  finish,   and  usually  consists of  rejections,   made after dressing, from stock inspected in the rough as first clear.    The defects admitted in B ceiling would be allowed.
148. Rules for Grading Common Boards and Rough Lumber.
COMMON   HO A EDS   AMI)   SIIIPLAP.
36.    No. i common boards, S. i S., and No.   i   common
shiplap shall be manufactured from sound stock, of even thickness the entire length. Will admit of any two of the following defects: Wane one half inch deep on edge and one sixth the length of iiny piece; tight sound knots, none of which shall be larger than three inches in diameter, or equivalent spike knots; one split not more than nixteen indies long, and blue «ap. These boards should he firm and strong, .suitable for use in all ordinary construction and serviceable without waste.
37- No. 2 common hoards and No. 2 common shiplap admit pieces that fall below No. r common which are free from the following defects: Rotten Rtreakn that go through the piece, through heart ahjike.s which extend more than one half the length of the piece, and wane over two inches wide exceeding one third of the length of the piece. A knot hole i)4 inches in diameter or its equivalent will be allowed, provided the piece would otherwise grade No. i common. Worm

